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- [http://pulp-platform.org](http://pulp-platform.org) has up to date references
  - Papers: [https://pulp-platform.org/publications.html](https://pulp-platform.org/publications.html)
  - Talks: [https://pulp-platform.org/conferences.html](https://pulp-platform.org/conferences.html)

- **32bit cores (RI5CY, Micro, Zero)**
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- **ARIANE 64bit core**

- **ARA Vector Processor**
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- **NTX Network training accelerator**

- **Transprecision Floating Point Unit**
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**PULP Cluster and SoCs**
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- **PULP IPs DMA, Synchronization and event unit**
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- **Integrating accelerators in PULP**